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You’ve got a number of choices when it comes to buying clubs, but a lot 

depends on your budget, how seriously you intend on playing the game and 

how talented you are at hitting a little white ball around a golf course. Top-of-

the-range clubs can be very expensive, and while your better players will happily 

cough up their hard-earned cash for any extra advantage that these weapons 

may bring, any beginner would be well advised to ease their way into the game 

with a comprehensive set of easy-to-hit clubs.

box sEts
These are packaged sets where all the clubs in the bag are from the same 

manufacturer. A lot of these sets would be produced by the smaller brand 

names in the golfing business, but still provide great value for money. As an 

introductory set of golf clubs, a box set is ideal, although you might consider 

keeping some cash aside for a new putter as this is arguably the most important 

club in your bag and you might prefer a different design to what they offer. 

sEcond-hand sEts
If you know what you are looking for, a second-hand set can turn out to be a 

real bargain and your local pro is a great guy to turn to for advice when it comes 

to purchasing someone else’s old clubs. Chances are your pro will have some 

trade-in sets for a good price, so maybe check with him before blowing the 

budget on a brand new set. 

last suMMEr’s wInnErs
These days, many club manufacturers produce a new range of clubs every year 

or so, and when they do this the older sets – the top-of-the-range clubs last 

summer – need to make way to create some space on the shelves. Cue massive 

discounts for clubs that still make use of pretty much all the modern technology 

that the latest models enjoy.
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